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Athletes grow in discipline through playing multiple sportsAthletes grow in discipline through playing multiple sports
by Steve Halko on September 7, 2016 in Sports

Many of the youth in this generation are athletes and a
common problem in recent years is the young athletes
being pressured into specializing into one sport. The
thought behind this is that if a child only plays one sport,
the child will be very good at that sport.

The old saying is “practice makes perfect,” and I do not
disagree with that. In anything, you need to pra

ctice to
become
good at
what you
are
trying to
do. With

that being said, sometimes practicing a special skill could
become even more valuable when it is applied to another
situation or sport.

A frequent issue that arises with specializing children in a
single sport is the idea of “burning out.” Many children, by the
time they get to high school or a higher level of competition,
either cannot get any better than they already are, which could
be good or average, or by that time are sick of the sport and
want to move on.

There is an article written based off of the stories of prestigious
coaches explaining why they want multi-sport athletes.
Regardless of liking the sport or becoming great at it, sports
were a huge source of fun in my childhood.
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I was running around from practice to practice and I loved it. Children should be encouraged to play whatever
sport they want to. Down the line if the child doesn’t like the sport, they can finish the season and move on to
the next one.

Young athletes are some of the greatest players of these sports because they start fresh. If they are taught
good fundamentals, they will be solid across the board in any sport they play.

The only thing in sports that children should specialize in at a young age is discipline in the game and listening
to their superiors. Discipline is the single most important attribute in an athlete for any sport. Child athletes
should be able to have as much fun playing sports as possible while they can and parents, your time
commitment is always worth it for your kids.
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Cabrini Student Media Mission StatementCabrini Student Media Mission Statement

Cabrini Student Media is a collaboration of student media organizations. Together, we strive to produce relevant,
compelling and informative content for our audience.

The Loquitur and other student media sites are also a forum for public expression for students, staff, faculty, alumni
and others in the Cabrini community.

As a forum, Loquitur strives to provide an opportunity for all members of the college to inquire, question, and
exchange ideas. Content may reflect all areas of student interest, including topics about which there is dissent or
controversy.
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Loquitur and other student media enjoy the freedom of expression accorded the communications media and citizens
of this country and strive to exercise this freedom responsibiy.
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